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3.0 INCH LED ARROW
Long life, solid state bi-color, blue or white arrows for lanterns.

Typical applications:
- Hall or car lanterns.

Features:
- Ultra-thin packaging
- Bi-color, red down/green up or solid blue, solid white
- Fast 3-wire hookup
- Conforms to ADAAG 4.10.4
- Jamb mountable (Vertical style only)

Panel Preparation

Lens: 104-6072 GRAY
Lens: 104-9072 BLUE

Lens: 104-6029 GRAY

Lens: 104-6026 GRAY
Lens: 104-9026 BLUE

Lens: 104-9072 BLUE
Lens: 104-9026 BLUE
Lens: 104-9029 GRAY

Panel Preparation

3.00 CUTOUT

4.1064 CUTOUT

Lens: 104-6029 GRAY

NOTE: On MICRO COMM units depth of unit is 1.50 inches

NOTE: On MICRO COMM units depth of unit is 1.50 inches

NOTE: On MICRO COMM units depth of unit is 1.50 inches

NOTE: for special voltage please consult factory.